Cyber security is important in all phases of a product development process, including design, implementation, testing, release and life-cycle support. One key activity in this process is robustness testing. As a result ABB has established an independent Device Security Assurance Center (DSAC).

Examples of used test tools:
- Achilles from Wurldtech
- Mu-8000 from Spirent
- Defensics from Codenomicon

The test center performs a multitude of different tests, including port scanning, network flooding, vulnerability scanning and protocol fuzzing. This is done by using a variety of best in class testing platforms such as the examples listed above, as well as other complementary testing tools.

Testing is performed by highly trained specialists in close collaboration with the suppliers of the test platforms. For example, ABB testing specialists receive instruction, support and accreditation directly from the test platform suppliers.

Products are tested continually in different configurations with an explicit focus on operational performance. In order to evaluate product performance as precisely as possible, they are tested without additional protection such as firewalls. As a formally established practice, results from the independent DSAC testing are returned to the respective development group for resolution.

Why does the ABB process not formally include product certification by third parties? ABB has chosen to concentrate its efforts on a continuous improvement process able to quickly adapt to the changing environment.

### Examples of performed tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vulnerability Scanning</td>
<td>Used to check for known flaws, identifying services with known vulnerabilities and testing with known exploits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol fuzzing</td>
<td>Uses targeted manipulation of the protocol fields beyond the specification to test for weaknesses in the protocol implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network flooding</td>
<td>Floods the products with too many packets with different specified rates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Note: The specifications, data, design or other information contained in this document (the “Brochure”) - together, the “Information” - shall only be for information purposes and shall in no respect be binding. The Brochure does not claim to be exhaustive. Technical data in the Information are only approximate figures. We reserve the right at any time to make technical changes or modify the contents of this document without prior notice. The user shall be solely responsible for the use of any application example or information described within this document. The described examples and solutions are examples only and do not represent any comprehensive or complete solution. The user shall determine at its sole discretion, or as the case may be, customize, program or add value to the ABB products including software by creating solutions for the end customer and to assess whether and to what extent the products are suitable and need to be adjusted or customized.

This product is designed to be connected to and to communicate information and data via a network interface. It is the users sole responsibility to provide and continuously ensure a secure connection between the product and users or end customers network or any other network (as the case may be). The user shall establish and maintain any appropriate measures (such as but not limited to the installation of firewalls, application of authentication measures, encryption of data, installation of anti-virus programs, etc) to protect the product, the network, its system and the interface against any kind of security breaches, unauthorized access, interference, intrusion, leakage and/or theft of data or information. ABB AG is not liable for any damages and/or losses related to such security breaches, any unauthorized access, interference, intrusion, leakage and/or theft of data or information.

ABB AG shall be under no warranty whatsoever whether express or implied and assumes no responsibility for the information contained in this document or for any errors that may appear in this document. ABB AG’s liability under or in connection with this Brochure or the files included within the Brochure, irrespective of the legal ground towards any person or entity, to which the Brochure has been made available, in view of any damages including costs or losses shall be excluded. In particular ABB AG shall in no event be liable for any indirect, consequential or special damages, such as – but not limited to – loss of profit, loss of production, loss of revenue, loss of data, loss of use, loss of earnings, cost of capital or cost connected with an interruption of business or operation, third party claims. The exclusion of liability shall not apply in the case of intention or gross negligence. The present declaration shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of Switzerland under exclusion of its conflict of laws rules and of the Vienna Convention on the International Sale of Goods (CISG).

ABB AG reserves all rights in particular copyrights and other intellectual property rights. Any reproduction, disclosure to third parties or utilization of its contents - in whole or in part - is not permitted without the prior written consent of ABB AG.
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